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100 reasons not to

1 reason to…
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Distinctive 
teams & 
unique 

client/work 
experience

Energy, 
enthusiasm 

& relationships

Technical skills, 
integrity & 

trust

Stand outProgressive‘The Norm’



1. Hone the clarity of your message
2. Cultivate your digital profile
3. Avoid the hard sell
4. Show you care
5. Be memorable
6. Be genuine and dress accordingly

How do you create a killer first impression?

Five successful entrepreneurs give their insight into the top 6 
things they look for when meeting advisers for the first time…  



What do you want to be famous for?
What is your one word encounter?



One Word Encounter
Blue blooded Red Blooded



One W
ord Encounter

SATISFIED

CONFIDENT

IMPRESSED
THRILLED

STIMULATED

INSPIRED

EAGER
ENGAGED

ENTHUSED
EXCITED

OPTIMISTIC

REASSURED

HOPEFUL

Blue Blooded

Red Blooded

CONVINCED



Jo Fairley
Founder, Green & Black’s

Today’s customers are drawn to 
businesses with stories, which set out 
to change the world in some way; no 
matter how big or small. 

Have you got soul? 

Substance Values Story

Crowd of similar-looking outfits with no clear differentiator



Why do you do what you do?
How do you achieve it?

What do you do?



Proactive

Responsive

Pragmatic, solutions focussed

Integrity

Partner-led service

Trusted adviser

Our people = the difference

Big enough to cope…

Entrepreneurial

Forward thinking



1. Hone the clarity of your message
2. Cultivate your digital profile
3. Avoid the hard sell
4. Show you care
5. Be memorable
6. Be genuine and dress accordingly

How do you create a killer first impression?

Five successful entrepreneurs give their insight into the top 6 
things they look for when meeting advisers for the first time…  



2. 
Blogs/Insights

3. Social 
Media

4. Referrals

5. Targeting

6. Networking

1. LinkedIn

Broadcasting your brand



Who is proud of their LinkedIn 
profile as a first impression?

What makes a great Linkedin 
profile?



• Pick a picture that you’re proud of
• Remember what you want to be famous for
• Be mindful of the one-word encounter and make sure your language 

reflects that word
• Make use of the personal focus of LinkedIn to get across what is 

important to you
• Publish articles and link to commercial insight
• Write posts, write comments, like updates – just start interacting and see 

what works for you
• Follow and join groups to emphasise your interests
• Ask for recommendations and recommend others
• Link with new contacts
• Always write a personalised invitation to connect

LinkedIn top tips



Articles with 
images get 94% 

more views

Professionals 
who have 
prioritised 

blogging are 13 
times more likely
to enjoy positive 

return on 
investment

By 2023, 
customers will 
manage 85% of 

their 
relationships 

without talking 
to a single 

human

B2B 
professionals 

who use blogs 
receive 67% 

more leads than 
those who don’t

60% of 
consumers feel 
positive after 

reading content 
on a website

Sources: Hubspot, Yahoo  & Content Plus 



You’re targeting a business to deliver services to...

How do you think the target company would prioritise the 
following 6 items in order of importance (1: Most, 6: Least)?

Trust
Partner Led Service
Price
Personal Relationship
Commercial Insight
Sector Expertise



RANKING BY 
PROFESSIONALS

1.Trust
2.Personal Relationship
3.Commercial Insight
4.Sector Expertise
5.Price
6.Partner Led Service

RANKING BY 
ENTREPRENEURS

1.Commercial Insight
2.Sector Expertise
3.Personal Relationship
4.Trust
5.Price
6.Partner Led Service



john@clic.co.uk


